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BabyStyle aims to ensure that all specifications within this brochure are correct at the time of print. BabyStyle reserves the right to alter prices, 
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NEW TO THE COLLECTION THIS SEASON
2020 has seen the introduction of culture inspired tones across 
brand collections.

Highlights include two new colours for the revolutionary Oyster3 
stroller, recently awarded Which? Best Buy for Pushchairs January 
2020 – Noir combines a striking matte black chassis with caviar 
herringbone fabric, whilst the new Manhattan excites with the 
nostalgic hustle of 5th Avenue dressing a timeless houndstooth 
fabric on a city grey chassis.

The new Capsule (i-Size) infant car seat, offering rearward facing 
travel from 40cm to 83cm (approx. 15m); compatible with both 
the Oyster Zero and Oyster3, it is available in all Oyster colours.

New to the Prestige collection is Sage, a beautiful addition to the 
Nimbus collection. Airing notes of the English countryside, Sage 
redefines tradition for Prestige - styled on a satin black chassis.  

The original Hybrid stroller introduced multi-award winning design 
and brought about a new expectation in adaptive tandem 
strolling; available in three vibrant tones, the new Hybrid 2 exceeds 
beyond, as it turns heads whether on a journey through town or an 
expedition like no other…
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CARING FOR YOUR LITTLE GEM
Parenting is an adventure - if you are preparing for your first child, 
this is a journey that will change your lives. Those who have been 
there and done it will tell you it is the toughest yet most rewarding 
thing you will do in life. We are here to help you through that journey, 
making life and caring for your little gem that little bit easier.

A hallmark brand for BabyStyle, Oyster is renowned for its original 
design, enhanced functionality and innovation, from colour 
choices to new chassis development and special editions. A range 
that is stylish, practical, affordable and fashioned around you; this is 
the beautiful new Oyster collection.

What’s new?
Oyster Zero Travel System Package - 10
Oyster3 Manhattan & Noir - 20 & 21
Oyster Capsule Infant Car Seat (i-Size) - 24
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Weight – 8kg
Folded (L68, W59, H28cm)
Fully open (L87, W59, H102cm)
Seat (W46, D24cm, Full recline – L88cm)  
Suitable from birth to 20kg

Raincover included

£249

lovedbyparents.com

LBP
LOVEDBYPARENTS

Gold 2017

WINNER

REGATTA

AGILITY IN THE CITY

| STROLLERS

Weighing just 8kg, the Oyster Zero is a 
versatile stroller, ideal for those who 
need something easy and practical. 

Its lightweight aluminium chassis, 
spacious and comfortable lie-flat seat 
(suitable from birth), 5-point padded 
safety harness and XL extendable hood 
(UPF 50+) make the Zero perfect from 
baby to toddler.

The Oyster Zero can be easily adapted 
from stroller to pram (with an Oyster3 
Carrycot and adaptors) or travel 
system (with a compatible infant car 
seat and adaptors). 

Oyster Zero

find more information online at babystyle.co.uk

Lie-Flat Recline
(suitable from birth)

Travel SystemPram



| STROLLERS
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LIGHTWEIGHT STROLLER
Cleverly engineered, weighing just 8kg

LOCKABLE SWIVEL WHEELS
Agile and puncture free – 
perfect for urban strolling

ALL-ROUND SUSPENSION
Rear spring and cantilever front suspension 

for optimum comfort on uneven terrain

LIE-FLAT RECLINE
Fully reclinable seat (suitable from birth)

XL EXTENDABLE HOOD (UPF 50+)
Has a flip-out reflective sun visor for extra 

shade, perfect for the low winter sun

ADAPTABLE TRAVEL SYSTEM
Use with Carrycot or Car Seat (from birth) 
(Available separately. Adaptors required)

SMART EASY FOLD SYSTEM
Release safety catch and tug midway 

handle (between seat & backrest)

SPACIOUS SHOPPING BASKET
Perfect for all those essentials
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| STROLLERS

find out more online at babystyle.co.uk

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping, the 
carrycot has a flat foam mattress allowing little ones 
to stretch and grow in comfort. A protective nest, the 
carrycot can be affixed and ergonomically detached 
from the Oyster Zero chassis with ease. There is also a 
rocking base with stabiliser feet.

An essential matching accessory, the footmuff is 
designed to offer warmth and protection from the 
elements. Stitched from thermal and signature 
fabrics, the footmuff features a zip-up front which 
can be removed for warmer days.

A must have accessory, the Oyster Changing 
Bag co-ordinates with the stroller fabric perfectly. 
Includes: chassis hooks for hanging the bag, wipe-
clean changing mat and multiple compartments 
for those essentials.

An essential accessory, the Oyster Zero Carrycot 
Adaptors enable the use of the Oyster Zero as a Pram 
(suitable from birth to 9kg). Simply remove to Oyster 
Zero bumper bar, slot in the adaptors and affix the 
Oyster3 Carrycot.

£169

£50

£50

£15

Oyster3 Carrycot

Oyster Zero Footmuff

Changing Bag

Carrycot Adaptors

Suitable from birth to 9kg (approx. 6 months)
Raincover included
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| STROLLERS

OYSTER ZERO – PACKAGE

stroller

oyster 3 carrycot 

multi-car seat adaptors

carrycot adaptors

capsule infant (i-Size) 
car seat

£499
5-piece set

SAVE £52
RRP £551

      THE
  ESSENTIAL
          PACKAGE
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| STROLLERS

THE COLLECTION

Regatta

Mercury Alpine Green

Pepper
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OXFORD BLUE
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TUNGSTEN GREY

A STURDY RIDE, SIDE BY SIDE

| STROLLERS

Redefining side-by-side strolling, the 
new Oyster Twin is ideal for families with 
close-in age siblings or twins. Optimising 
manoeuvrability, the Twin’s designers 
have created an easily manageable 
chassis at just 76cm wide and lockable 
swivel front wheels.

Allowing parents to tackle difficult 
terrain, the Twin boasts all-round 
suspension along with puncture
free tyres.

Ensuring the Oyster Twin is as practical 
as it is functional, there is a large storage 
basket, bumper bar and the fold and 
chassis weight is simply exceptional. 
Fitted raincover included. 

Oyster Twin

Weight - 9.5kg
Folded (L67, W76, H27cm)
Fully open (L90, W76, H100cm)
Seat (W31, D24 - Full recline L78cm)
Suitable from birth to 22kg (per seat)

Raincover included

£299

find more information online at babystyle.co.uk

Lockable front
swivel wheels

Independent lie-flat recline
(suitable from birth)

Double basket Compact chassis fold
(L67, W76, H27cm)

TUNGSTEN GREY
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THE REVOLUTIONARY OYSTER3
In a world where space saving engineering is key, Oyster3 has been 
designed to make life easier with its exceptionally compact fold. 
With ergonomics and versatility central to the design brief, Oyster3 
has the ability to grow with its passenger from birth to 22kg.

Staying true to the BabyStyle way, the intricate detail twinned with 
a fine selection of subtle tones and effortless style grant the Oyster3 
glances of admiration wherever it goes.

With a fantastic range of accessories designed to enhance your 
strolling experience, and packages that are designed around you, 
we are proud to present the revolutionary Oyster3 - quite simply 
one of the ‘best strollers we have ever designed’.

Awarded a Which? Best Buy - Pushchairs 2020
Best Travel System 2019 - Mumsnet
Best Pushchair, Gold (£400 - £800) - Made for Mums
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| STROLLERS

Reversible Seat
(birth to 22kg)

Pram
(birth to 9kg)

find more combinations online at babystyle.co.uk

Travel System
(40cm – 83cm)

Ultra-compact fold
(freestands when folded)

MERCURY
(CITY GREY)

The revolutionary Oyster3 folds with 
the seat attached in both directions 
making it practical and easier to travel 
with and store. 

Designed for growing kids, Oyster3 is 
suitable from birth to 22kg and features 
a hood, harness and headrest that 
can be adjusted simultaneously to four 
height positions. 

The extendable UV 50+ canopy has 
a flip-out sun visor and ventilation net 
spanning the curvature for a nice,  
cool breeze. 

Available in City Grey or Mirror, the 
chassis is intricately finished with a 
handstitched textured handle and 
bumper bar. Oyster3 features a large 
shopping basket, puncture-free tyres and 
all-round suspension for a smoother push.

Oyster3

Weight – 11.75kg 
Folded (L71 x W57 x H37cm) 
Fully open (L94 x W57 x H102cm);  
Handle (102 – 112cm) 
Seat - fully reclined (L85, W30cm) 
Suitable from birth to 22kg

Raincover included

£499

THE REVOLUTIONARY OYSTER3
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| STROLLERS

COMPACT FOLDING DESIGN
Freestanding with seat & hood attached

Weighs just 11.7kg (Incl. Seat Unit)

ADJUSTABLE HARNESS & HOOD 
Suitable from birth to 22kg

(approx. 4 years)

SPACIOUS SHOPPING BASKET
Features an extra pocket, 

perfect for a raincover or blanket

PUNCTURE FREE TYRES
AND ALL ROUND SUSPENSION
Enables a smoother multi-terrain stroll

ONE-CLICK WHEEL 
LOCKING MECHANISM

Lockable swivel wheels for 
superior handling

PULL OUT SUN VISOR 
& VENTILATION NET

Hood features UV 50+ protection

LIE-FLAT RECLINE & 
ADJUSTABLE CALF-REST 

(suitable from birth)
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| STROLLERS

find out more online at babystyle.co.uk

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Multi car seat 
adaptors £19

Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping, the 
carrycot has a flat foam mattress allowing little ones 
to stretch and grow in comfort. A protective nest, the 
carrycot can be affixed and ergonomically detached 
from the Oyster3 chassis with ease. There is also a 
rocking base with stabiliser feet.

An essential matching accessory, the footmuff is 
designed to offer warmth and protection from the 
elements. Stitched from thermal and signature 
fabrics, the footmuff features a zip-up front which 
can be removed for warmer outings.

A must have accessory, the Oyster Changing 
Bag co-ordinates with the stroller fabric perfectly. 
Includes: chassis hooks for hanging the bag, wipe-
clean changing mat and multiple compartments 
for those essentials.

Suitable for use from 40 – 83cm (birth – 13kg), the 
Capsule (i-Size) car seat is designed to offer a safe 
and comfortable journey for infants. The seat also 
features a robust side-impact defence system, 
designed to protect in the event of a side-on collision. 

Travel is made easy and practical with the Capsule 
which employs an Isofix system; simply transfer the 
baby from the car to the stroller without disturbance. 
Available in all Oyster colours.

£169

£50

£50

£99

Oyster3 Carrycot

Oyster3 Footmuff

Changing Bag

Capsule Infant (i-Size) Car Seat

Suitable from birth to 9kg (approx. 6 months)
Raincover included

Can be installed using a 3-point vehicle seatbelt or 
the Oyster Duofix i-Size Base
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| STROLLERS

OYSTER 3 – THE PACKAGES

Designed around modern living, our Oyster3 packages have got it 
covered offering parents everything they need for their new arrival. 

Competitive in value and advocating a real point of difference, 
there are three key options –  the Essential Package (5-piece set), the 
Luxury Package (7-piece set) or the Ultimate Package (12-piece set).
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| STROLLERS

THE COLLECTION

Truffle

Peacock

Alpine Green Pepper

Regatta

Mercury (Mirror)

Mercury (City Grey)Pebble

Caviar

Berry

Noir

Manhattan
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BY YOUR SIDE, ALL THE WAY
With an aptitude for developing quality products and a desire to 
offer consumers choice and value, we have developed a new i-Size 
car seat. The new Oyster Capsule is designed to offer a comfortable, 
secure and safe ride for your little one.

Suitable from 40cm to 83cm (birth - 13kg), the Capsule features 
protective padding, an adjustable harness and headrest, and 
a sun canopy for protection in the car. The fabrics offer a sense 
of luxury and comfort, and co-ordinate perfectly with the Oyster3  
in all colours.

What’s new:
Oyster Capsule Infant Car Seat (i-Size) - 26
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BY YOUR SIDE, ALL THE WAY

| TRAVEL

Suitable from 40 to 83cm (birth – 13kg), 
the Capsule (i-Size) car seat features a 
side impact defence system designed to 
protect your baby in the event of a side-
on collision. 

• Removable head & body hugger and         
   wedge (birth to 3 months) 
• Press adjust & a one-pull safety harness 
• Shoulder & crotch harness pads 
• Harness & headrest adjustment 
• Sun canopy for shade 

• Removable & washable cover 

The seat also integrates ‘Click ‘n’ go 
technology’ and features intuitive release 
buttons which allow the Capsule Infant 
(i-Size) to be interchanged between 
the Duofix i-Size Base and the stroller –            
a perfect Travel System.

Capsule Infant (i-Size)

Weight - 4.3kg
Seat (L69, W44, H36cm)
With Oyster Duofix i-Size Base (L75.5, W44, 
H47cm); Base leg extension (37 – 62cm) 
Suitable from 40cm – 83cm 
(birth - 13kg, approx. 15 months)

£99

Click ‘n’ Go - 
on Duofi x Base (i-Size)

Mandatory rearward 
facing travel (40 - 83cm)

Optimal comfort, 
protection & safety 

performance from birth

Travel System - 
compatible with a wide 

selection of strollers

Alpine GreenPeacockPebbleManhattan Pepper RegattaMercury Truffl eCaviar

BERRY
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| TRAVEL

For those just starting out, parenthood is a beautiful and wonderfully rewarding way of life; amongst 
all the exciting experiences ahead though are some daunting ones, not least choosing the right car 
seats for your children. 

As experts in our field, we are here to help you through it; by your side, all the way.

      BELTED VS ISOFIX SEATS
It is highly recommended that a newborn baby should leave the hospital in an infant car seat. 
Whether a car seat is ‘Isofix’ or ‘Belted’ refers to how that car seat is secured in a vehicle. 

Always use a 3-point seatbelt if used in a road vehicle. This will keep the car seat  
secure during transit (unless it is being used in an exemplified circumstance for 
example in a taxi, on a bus or on an aircraft).

Isofix car seats usually also have car seat guides for 3-point seatbelts in the 
event a vehicle does not have Isofix points.

BELTED

ISOFIX

      OUR ROLE
Europe is leading the field in safe road travel, and as an active member of the British Baby Products 
Association, it is our responsibility to work with our peers to improve car seat safety. 

2013 saw the introduction of a new type of car seat regulation - i-Size (ECE R129).

      WHAT IS i-Size?
Recognising the importance of correct muscular growth as well as the safety, security and comfort 
of a child during transit, i-Size is a measurement scheme that takes into account the height of a 
child (cm), as opposed to governing their suitability on weight (kg) alone.

Models are also tested to a higher level of safety and provide an increased level of protection 
around the head and neck area. The i-Size regulation also imposes mandatory rearward facing 
travel up to 15 months.

By 2022, all new car seats must adhere to i-Size guidelines.

Can be clicked on to an ‘Isofix base’, which is in turn secured to the vehicle 
using ‘Isofix points’ (usually found between the car backseat and backrest).

A SECURE FIT CLICK-ON/OFF VEHICLES WITH ISOFIX
The car seat is physically 
attached to the vehicle 
and not relying on the 
inertia of the seat belt. 

Convenience for 
parents as using a seat 
belt can take time to 
fit properly.

Most new vehicles are likely 
to have Isofix, but it is always 
best to check with the 
vehicle manufacturer.

1

2

Here is a quick ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW about car seat safety in the UK.

BY YOUR SIDE, ALL THE WAY
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Retractable Isofix 
bars for storage

BY YOUR SIDE, ALL THE WAY

| TRAVEL

Designed to offer optimum safety 
performance, convenience and 
comfort, the Oyster Duofix i-Size is an 
Isofix base that is compliant with the 
latest regulations in European car seat 
safety (i-Size - ECE R129). 

As an Isofix base offering click ‘n’ go 
functionality, the Duofix i-Size is easy 
to install and employs a red to green 
notification system to ensure a secure fit.

For stability, the base has an 
adjustable leg, which can be folded 
in for storage as well as a rebound bar 
which is designed to prevent upward 
movement and excessive pivoting in 
the event of a collision. 

Duofix i-Size Base

Dimensions:
Closed (L72, W40, H36cm)
Leg extension (37 – 62cm)

Compatible with: 
Oyster Capsule Infant (i-Size) - 40cm - 83cm 

£100

Foldable LegCompatible with 
Capsule Infant (i-Size) 

(40cm - 83cm)
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OYSTER TRAVEL CUP
& BOTTLE HOLDER
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ENHANCE YOUR STROLLING EXPERIENCE
Oyster offers a wide selection of must-have accessories, designed 
to enhance your strolling experience. Whether it is a matching 
footmuff to keep your little one snug and cosy in the cold, a ride-
on board for that playful toddler, adaptors for your car seat or a 
nice travel cup and bottle holder to keep your coffee warm in the 
morning.

For comfort and style or convenience and storage, Oyster 
accessories are developed to work in perfect harmony with  
your stroller.



£169
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FEATURED ACCESSORIES

| ACCESSORIES

Oyster3 Carrycot
Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping, the 
carrycot has a flat foam mattress allowing little ones 
to stretch and grow in comfort. A protective nest, 
the carrycot can be affixed and ergonomically 
detached from the chassis with ease. There is also a 
rocking base with stabiliser feet. 

Reversible Fur Liner
Providing soft and cosy lining on cooler 
outings or a ventilated and quilted leaf for 
warmer days, the fur liner is a must-have. 
Stitched from synthetic fibres, the liner 
features slits enabling the threading  
through of the stroller harness.

£40

Oyster3 Footmuff
An essential matching accessory, the footmuff is 
designed to offer warmth and protection from the 
elements. Stitched from thermal and signature 
fabrics, the footmuff features an zip-up front 
which can be removed for warmer outings.

£50

Suitable from birth to 9kg (approx. 6 months)
Suitable for use with the Oyster Zero (adaptors 
required) or Oyster3.  Raincover included

Please see label for washing instructions
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FEATURED ACCESSORIES

| ACCESSORIES

 Oyster3 Changing Bag
A must have accessory, the Oyster Changing Bag co-
ordinates with the stroller fabric perfectly.  
Includes: chassis hooks for hanging the bag, wipe-clean 
changing mat and multiple compartments for essentials.

£50

Capsule Infant (i-Size) Car Seat
Suitable for use from 40 – 83cm (birth – 13kg), the 
Capsule (i-Size) car seat is designed to offer a safe and 
comfortable journey for infants. The seat also features a 
robust side-impact defence system, designed to protect 
in the event of a collision.

£99

Designed for those toddler siblings who want to 
come along for the ride, the Ride-on Board is a 
great addition to the stroller. Clasping on to the 
rear axle, the board can be folded away when 
not in use.

£45

Oyster3 Ride-on Board

Can be installed using a 3-point vehicle seatbelt or the  
Oyster Duofix base (i-Size)
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| ACCESSORIES

OYSTER ACCESSORIES

find more online at babystyle.co.uk

PROTECTION

Great for bright sunny days, 
whether keeping little ones 
cool in the summer or shaded 
from the lower winter rays. 

Ideal for keeping your 
drink warm, it’s perfect 
for parents on-the-go. 
Compatible with the 
Oyster Bottle Holder.  

Designed to offer warmth 
and protection from the 
elements. Features a zip-
up cover which can be 
removed for milder days. 

An alternative for keeping 
the sunshine at bay. Clips 
to the canopy. 

Provides essential protection for 
little ones on warm days, keeping 
those little irritants out. Simply 
click-on under the calf-rest, 
stretch over and secure.

A handy little accessory 
designed to hold a baby 
bottle/drink. Attaches to 
the outside hook on the 
stroller handle. 

A large capacity rucksack 
style bag designed to hold 
a stroller and accessories 
when travelling. Has a carry 
handle and adjustable 
padded shoulder straps.

£25

£7.50

£50

£10 £12.50

£7.50

£40

MUST-HAVES

COMFORT

Parasol

Travel Cup

Oyster Zero 
Footmuff

Sunshade Oyster3 Insect Net

Bottle Holder

Travel Bag

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED
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| ACCESSORIES

OYSTER ACCESSORIES

find more online at babystyle.co.uk

A combination lock 
designed to secure 
your stroller, changing 
bag, handbag or 
shopping in the basket 
when out and about.

Compatible with the CabrioFix, 
Rock and Pebble Plus/Pro; an i-Size 
base that features an electronic 
installation system. 

Compatible for use on 
EasyFix, FamilyFix2 or 3wayFix 
bases. Can also be fitted 
using a 3-point seatbelt. 
Approved for use with all 
BabyStyle travel systems.

Compatible for use on the 
3wayFix base only (i-Size 
compatibility). Can also be 
fitted using a 3-point seatbelt. 
Approved for use with all 
BabyStyle travel systems.

Convert your Oyster3 
pushchair to a travel system. 
Simply fix to the chassis, click 
on your infant car seat and 
stroll away. 

Use your Oyster Zero as a 
travel system. Simply remove 
the bumper bar, fix to the 
chassis, click on your infant 
car seat and off you go. 

£6.95

£199

£139 £199

£19 £19

ESSENTIALS

TRAVEL

Oyster Lock

Maxi-Cosi
3wayFix Base

Maxi-Cosi
CabrioFix
(exclusive to BabyStyle)

Maxi-Cosi
Pebble Plus/Pro
(exclusive to BabyStyle)

Multi Car Seat 
Adaptors
(for Oyster3)

Multi Car Seat 
Adaptors
(for Oyster Zero)

Maxi-Cosi FamilyFix2 Base £169

Maxi-Cosi EasyFix Base £135

RECOMMENDED
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Works on any type of mattress Suitable from birth

Requires 2x AA batteries (not included)
Single set provides up to 50 hours of use 

(measured at the slowest speed)

Does your baby sleep better in the 
car than their cot? Zed is here to help!    
He’ll bring the feeling of your car to their 
crib with calming vibrations. Zed will 
take them to the land of nod in no time. 

Simply Rockit Science:
Zed mimics the feeling of being in a car. 
His clever technology recreates soothing 
low frequency vibrations that are known 
to send babies to sleep. 

Simply place Zed on the mattress by 
your baby’s feet and press the snooze 
button. The finely tuned vibrations and 
sounds ripple through the mattress, 
comforting your baby and encouraging 
a deep sleep. 

Zed

£29.99

Portable night light
3 light levels plus an 

all-night mode

Splash proof

6 calming vibration 
modes with 1-hour 

auto shut down

ONE GIANT SLEEP FOR BABYKIND

explore more features online at rockitrocker.com

| ACCESSORIES
R
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| ACCESSORIES
R

Does your little one wake up as soon 
as the stroller stops moving? The Rockit 
will keep rocking so you don’t have to! 

Created to help parents on the go, 
this handy must-have accessory keeps 
babies moving and snoozing.

Simply attach to your stroller chassis, 
push the button and adjust the 
speed to gently rock your baby.

Goodbye to those restless naps and 
crying babies. Hello happy sleeping 
tots and liberated grown-ups!

Head online for a full list of tried & 
tested consumer reviews.

Requires 4x AA batteries (not included) 
Single set provides up to 60 hours of use 
(measured when used vertically at 
slowest speed).

Rockit Rocker

£39.99

Universal strap designed to fit 
most strollers & prams

Showerproof shell Adjustable rocking speed

ONE GIANT SLEEP FOR BABYKIND

explore more features online at rockitrocker.com
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AN EXPEDITION LIKE NO OTHER
We pride ourselves on developing stylish products that adapt to 
changing lifestyles; as modern living evolves, innovation should 
reflect to suit.
 
Building on our multi-award winning Hybrid stroller, voted Best 
Pushchair 2018 by Mother & Baby, we have designed an exciting 
new collection that puts practical parenting at the heart. 

The Hybrid collection offers superior handling and manoeuvrability, 
focuses on comfort and accentuates confidence with contemporary 
textiles that are perfectly balanced with soft-touch fabrics. 

Taking modern living in its stride, Hybrid is the perfect solution for 
families whether looking for something that is stylish, practical and 
feels great to push; planning for the future; or just looking for a handy 
stroller to take away with them on holiday.
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rated 2020: 4.5 stars

AN EXPEDITION LIKE NO OTHER

| STROLLERS

As the first stroller of its kind, the 
acclaimed Hybrid2 goes beyond 
expectation offering new parents an 
unrivalled point of difference. 

A beautifully designed lightweight 
chassis with superior manoeuvrability, 
the stroller has 12 position handle 
adjustment and features an extendable 
hood with a sun visor as well as a 
ventilation net spanning the curvature 
of the canopy. 

For comfort, the Hybrid2 stroller 
integrates a reclining bucket-seat 
design, an adjustable calf-rest and a 
5-point padded harness. 

Optimising performance, the stroller has 
all-round suspension and puncture free 
rubber tyres for an ultra-smooth ride. 

Can be converted from a mono to a 
tandem stroller (tandem axle required)

Hybrid2

Chassis Weight – 11.45kg
Folded (L71, W59, H30cm) 
Fully open (L78, W59, H107cm) 
Handle (89 – 112cm) 
Suitable from Birth to 15kg

Raincover included

£499

World Facing Parent Facing Pram TandemTravel System

FO
R

M

ERLY PRIMA BABY AW
AR

D
S

MIST

find out more online at hybridstroller.com
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EASY ACCESS BASKET
Extendable Shopping basket, with 

flip-up magnetic lip. Changing bag 
designed to fit basket perfectly

SUPERIOR HANDLING 
AND MANOEUVRABILITY 

All-round suspension for a comfortable ride

LIGHTWEIGHT & VERSATILE 
Engineered reinforced aluminium Chassis

PADDED HARNESS & SEAT
ensures little one is secure and 

comfortable throughout journey

EASY FOLDING MECHANISM
Cargo lock engages automatically, 

lightweight chassis for easy 
handling when folded

XL EXTENDABLE HOOD
Includes ventilation net & flip-

out sun visor (UPF 50+)

SOFT TOUCH HANDLE 
AND BUMPER BAR

12 adjustable handle heights
Gated bumper bar for easy access

| STROLLERS
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TANDEM CONFIGURATIONS

Tandem Axle £50

find out more online at hybridstroller.com

Tandem Seat £129

SEAT CARRYCOT CAR SEATS

Two Seats Carrycot & Seat

Two Carrycots

Two Car Seats

Travel System

Tandem Seat w/ 
Travel System

Two Seats (Raised)

Carrycot & Seat 
(Raised)

Two Carrycots 
(Raised)

Two Car Seats 
(Raised)

Travel System 
(Raised)

Tandem Seat w/ 
Travel System 

(Raised)

Carrycot w/ 
Travel System

Carrycot w/ Travel 
System (Raised)

By its very design, Hybrid adapts to the lifestyles of new parents, offering beautiful styling with 
comfort, adaptability, great value for money and a stroller that is packed with intuitively clever 
and practical features. 

Applies to all configurations marked ‘(Raised)’

USING HEIGHT ADAPTORS
✔ To be used in the upper position only
✔ Can be used with any certified car seat

Certified car seats:
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AN EXPEDITION 
LIKE NO OTHER 
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stroller

carrycot

oyster capsule (iSize) car seat*

 oyster duofix base (i-Size)car seat adaptors height increasers

find out more online at hybridstroller.com

*fabrics do not match



find out more online at hybridstroller.com

| STROLLERS
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Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping, 
the Hybrid carrycot has a perforated 
and breathable foam mattress allowing 
newborns to stretch and grow in comfort. 
A protective nest, the carrycot can be 
affixed and ergonomically detached from 
the chassis with ease. 

A must have accessory, the Hybrid 
Changing Bag is designed to fit the 
shopping basket, creating a handy 
changing station. 

Includes: chassis hooks for hanging the 
bag, wipe-clean changing mat and 
compartments for essentials.

An essential matching accessory, the Hybrid 
footmuff is designed to offer warmth, comfort 
and protection from the elements. Stitched from 
thermal fabrics, the footmuff features a zip-up 
front which can be removed for warmer outings.

£149

£50

£50

Carrycot

Changing Bag

Footmuff

Suitable from birth to 9kg (approx. 6 months)
Raincover and insect net included

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES



| STROLLERS
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Lagoon Mist Slate

Convert to a travel system - Simply pop on the Hybrid Multi Car 
Seat Adaptors, click-on an infant car seat and away you go.

The Hybrid Height Increasers are designed to raise the height of 
the seat (to table position) or the carrycot (for taller parents)

£25

£18

Multi Car Seat Adaptors
(for Hybrid2)

Height Increasers
(for Hybrid2)

THE COLLECTION

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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TRADITIONAL STROLLING, 
BEAUTIFULLY REDFINED

Innovation has changed the way we live and has become 
expectation. We have embraced this change and are constantly 
working with the very best around the world to bring forth the next 
best thing but it would be wrong for us to ignore our roots - after 
all, classic British design is often regarded as the best in the world.
     
The Prestige collection is designed to offer a real sense of pride, 
heritage and status, turning heads as you stroll. As our heritage 
brand, Prestige is for parents with an obsession for build quality 
and optimum ride comfort.

There are two chassis options – the Classic, traditional design 
with chrome framework and high performance suspension; 
and the Active, offering authentic character, incorporating 
contemporary functionality with smart and enhanced styling.

What’s new:
Nimbus Special Edition Sage - 61
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DESIGN YOUR PRESTIGE

CHOOSE YOUR CHASSIS

SELECT YOUR PERFECT COLOUR

STYLE WITH ACCESSORIES

1

2

3

Active Grey

(Includes Pram Body, Seat Unit, Changing Bag, Footmuff and Parasol)

Active WhiteClassic Chrome

Matching Car Seat RibbonsUpgrade to 14” Air Tyres
(Classic chassis only)

Mulberry Ballerina

Frost 2

Flint 2

Sky Blizzard

| STROLLERS
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TRADITIONAL STROLLING, BEAUTIFULLY REDEFINED

The dynamic Active chassis is a 
beautifully redefined and contemporary 
take on the Classic Prestige. 

Built on a lightweight aluminium chassis 
with all-round suspension, the Active 
hosts pneumatic rubber tyres with 
lockable swivel wheels providing a 
smooth uninterrupted ride for the baby. 
There is a deep storage basket for 
those avid shoppers and a new folding 
mechanism for easy handling.

The pram body is grand, deep and 
spacious providing excellent room for 
the baby to develop and stretch. The 
seat unit is detachable facing either the 
parent or forwards and has three recline 
positions. There is also a matching car 
seat which can be used with adaptors 
to form a perfect travel system.

Prestige Active

Weight – 9.75kg 
Folded chassis (L83, W61, H34cm)
Fully open (L111, W61, H107cm)
Pram-body Inner (W32, D21 - Full recline L80cm)
Seat (W32, D24 - Full recline L80cm)
Handle height (91 – 115cm)
Suitable from birth

£659 (including Fabric Pack - page 58)

Pram Parent Facing World Facing Travel System

FROST 2

| STROLLERS
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CONTEMPORARY PRAM BODY
Ventilated and spacious, allowing for development

Solid enclosure ensures optimum protection

LARGE AIR-TYRES FOR COMFORT 
Lockable swivel wheels
 ready for any terrain

DEEP SHOPPING BASKET
plenty of room for all your essentials

MATCHING FABRIC PACK 
Including reversible seat, footmuff, 

changing bag and parasol

MULTI-POSITION BACKREST
Sit-up feature integrated into pram 

body supporting spine

MULTI-POSITION HANDLE
to accommodate any height

EASY-MOUNT FIXINGS
Ensures any Prestige upper unit can be 

affixed to any Prestige chassis

EASY TO FOLD AND CARRY
Pull strap fold mechanism

(Infant Car Seat available separately)

find your nearest retailer at babystyle.co.uk/locations

| STROLLERS
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WRITE YOUR OWN STORY

The unrivalled classic Prestige is 
renowned for its robust chassis and 
floating suspension, giving owners 
optimum comfort.
 
Proud and ready to conquer any 
terrain, the Classic has a choice of 
large spoked wheels, with durable 
outdoor rubber tyres. The adjustable 
handstitched handle adds a touch 
of elegance.

The Classic pram body is solidly 
built and is suitable for occasional 
overnight sleeping. There is also a 
‘sit-up backrest’ feature.
 
New features also include universal 
fixings allowing owners to affix either 
a pram body or seat from any of the 
new romantic colours.

Prestige Classic

Weight – 10.6kg 
Folded chassis (L89, W61, H41cm) 
Fully open (L110, W61, H110cm) 
Pram-body Inner (W32, D21, L80cm) 
Seat (W31, D24 - Full recline L80cm) 
Handle height (75 – 110cm) 
Suitable from birth

£659 (including Fabric Pack - page 58)

Pram Parent facing World facing Perfect matching 
Travel System

BALLERINA

| STROLLERS
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(Infant car seat available  separately)

SPACIOUS & 
VENTILATED PRAM BODY

allowing for muscle development
Solid base & walling ensures optimum 

protection from the elements

BEAUTIFULLY 
TRADITIONAL CHASSIS

Strong shopping basket perfect 
for days out in town

EASY FOLD DOWN 
FOR STORAGE

MATCHING FABRIC PACK 
including reversible seat, footmuff, 

changing bag and parasol

MULTI-POSITION RECLINE
so that little one can stretch and 

relax when out and about

MULTI-POSITION BACKREST
Sit-up feature integrated into 
pram body supporting spine

LARGE 12” ALL-TERRAIN WHEELS
Air-tyre comfort - ready for any terrain

INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION
Bouncy all-round suspension for optimum ride 

comfort on difficult terrain

| STROLLERS
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INCLUDED IN YOUR PRESTIGE PACKAGE

find your nearest retailer at babystyle.co.uk/locations

Pram Body & Chassis

Seat Unit

Changing Bag

Footmuff

Parasol

Classic by design, the detachable 
pram body features a firm shell 
and comfortable base with full 
canopy cover. 

Suitable from birth to 9kg 

For those little explorers, the 
detachable seat unit can be 
affixed in either a parent or world 
facing position.

The essential accessory for new 
parents, the chic changing bag 
features a wipe-clean changing 
mat & nappy bag. 

Adaptable as a cosy sleeping 
bag, the insulated footmuff 
provides warmth and protection 
from the elements. 

Flexibly attaching to the chassis, the 
parasol provides a shielding canopy 
from sunshine and keeps baby cool. 

| STROLLERS
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All my Love

Navy

Black & Cream PolkaPrincess

Prince

Red Polka

Made with Love

Grey Polka

Matching infant car seat with apron 
available £89

Infant Car Seat Isofix Base £120

Chrome Black Wall Chrome White Wall

Prestige Zippy Raincover £19
Car Seat Zippy Raincover £15

Prestige Multi 
Car Seat 
adaptors 

£19.50

RIBBONS  £12.50

PNEUMATIC AIR TYRE UPGRADES

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

£25 per wheel
if purchased separately

explore the collection online at babystyle.co.uk

UPGRADE from 12” to 14” tyres

£20 per set of 4
when purchased with new Classic chassis

| STROLLERS
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NIMBUS BLACK

NIMBUS GREY

NIMBUS SPECIAL EDITION

browse the collection online at babystyle.co.uk

Includes: Prestige Active Chassis (in Black), Pram Body (including Safety Mattress), Pushchair Seat 
(Apron, Hood & Raincover), Footmuff, Handmuff, Baby Blanket, Changing Bag, Parasol, Insect 
Net, Multi Car Seat Adaptors, Infant Car Seat & Base (Isofix/Belted), Car Seat Raincover.

13-PIECE PACKAGES £899

| STROLLERS

NIMBUS SAGE
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PRESTIGE COLLECTION

FROST 2

FLINT 2

SKY

find your nearest retailer at babystyle.co.uk/locations

| STROLLERS
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BLIZZARD

MULBERRY

BALLERINA

PRESTIGE COLLECTION

browse the collection online at babystyle.co.uk

| STROLLERS
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TIMELESS DESIGN, 
EFFORTLESSLY BEAUTIFUL

They say what makes a house a home is the people around you – 
Family; As a family run business, there is nothing more important in 
the world. But our company wouldn’t be what it is without passion 
and love for what we do; pride in our craftsmanship, our attention 
to detail, the quality of our products, service and care on a daily 
basis. One category we are particularly passionate about is our 
nursery furniture. 
 
Born in the Leicestershire countryside, the Charnwood collection 
is inspired by design styles from all over the world. This inspiration is 
bought to life through the veneers of our Bordeaux collection and 
the dreamy details of our Marbella room sets. Whether your home 
interior airs a sense of nostalgia or requires effortlessly beautiful 
nursery furniture, the Charnwood collection has something for all.
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TO ROYAL STANDARD

HOLLIE COT BED

The centre of attention in your nursery, the majestic Hollie Cot Bed 
stands proud to welcome your little prince or princess. Inspired by 
classic anglo-french design, the sleigh-bed is crafted and finished 
to royal standard. Hollie includes a full-width under-bed drawer 

and teething rail, and is available in three finishes.

£329
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TO ROYAL STANDARD

Large underbed drawer Three position base Converts to a daybed

MATTRESS

£69

Complete your purchase with a 
highly recommended BabyStyle 
Dream Sprung Mattress, designed to 
fit all Charnwood cot beds perfectly  
(W70, L140cm)

• Majestic sleigh cot design

• Handy underbed drawer  
offering additional storage

• Beautifully finished to the  
highest standard

• BabyStyle teething rail

• Multi position base   

£329

(bedding shown for illustration purposes only)

As they grow, Hollie can be 
converted into a daybed

RICH WALNUT

GREY

FRESH WHITE

| HOME

KEY FEATURES
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find your nearest retailer at babystyle.co.uk/locations



TO ROYAL STANDARD

HOLLIE  FRESH WHITE

Bringing a sense of family to your nursery, the Hollie room set 
stands proud to welcome the little majesty to their new kingdom. 

Inspired by classic anglo-french sleigh design, the cot-bed, 
wardrobe and dresser are crafted and finished to royal standard. 

Hollie includes a full-width under-bed drawer and teething rail.

3-piece room set £879 (delivered)
(cot bed, wardrobe, dresser)68
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Two full-width smooth sliding drawers; two 
half-width for essentials. Also features a 
removable chest top changer panel

Complete your purchase with a highly 
recommended BabyStyle Dream Sprung 
Mattress, designed to fit all Charnwood cot 
beds perfectly (W70, L140cm)

99cm

(with detatchable 
changer top)

50cm

90
c

m

164cm
74.5cm

94
.5

c
m

99cm
50cm

18
5c

m
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COT BED

DOUBLE WARDROBE

DRESSER & BABY CHANGER

£329

£280

£270

Can be converted into a daybed, as the little 
one grows

Roomy with hanging rail, soft-close doors and 
integrated lower drawer

MATTRESS

£69

find your nearest retailer at babystyle.co.uk/locations



A CELEBRATION OF LUXURY LIVING

BORDEAUX  OAK

A hallmark of the Charnwood collection, Bordeaux is a 
celebration of luxury living. Solid and robust by design, 
the set is finished in a traditional weathered oak with 

contemporary matte aluminium handles.

3-piece room set £899 (delivered)
(cot bed, wardrobe, dresser)70
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Can be converted into a daybed and 
eventually a junior bed, as the little one grows

find your nearest retailer at babystyle.co.uk/locations

| HOME

COT BED

DOUBLE WARDROBE

DRESSER & BABYCHANGER

TALLBOY

TOY CHEST

SHELF

£279

£330

£290

£169

£99

£50

Roomy with hanging rail, soft-close doors and 
integrated lower drawer

Three spacious drawers with a flat surface. 
Also features a removable chest top 
changer panel

Compact and ideal for those with smaller 
nurseries…or lots of clothes! Features five 
smooth sliding drawers

Perfect storage facility for little one to learn 
‘the art of tidying up!’ Features a raised top 
to prevent accidental finger trapping

Single shelf design with upper ledge for 
baby essentials

55cm
92cm

17
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m

40cm
59cm

13
0c

m

43cm70cm

40
cm

90cm

18cm 25
cm

151cm79cm

82
.5

cm

changer top 
(included).

10
0c

m

59cm
96cm

MATTRESS

£69

Complete your purchase with a highly 
recommended BabyStyle Dream Sprung 
Mattress, designed to fit all Charnwood  
cot beds perfectly (W70, L140cm)



A CELEBRATION OF LUXURY LIVING

BORDEAUX  ASH

A hallmark of the Charnwood collection, Bordeaux 
is a celebration of luxury living. Solid and robust by 
design, the set is finished in a cool refined ash with 

contemporary matte aluminium handles.

3-piece room set £899 (delivered)
(cot bed, wardrobe, dresser)72
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find your nearest retailer at babystyle.co.uk/locations

COT BED

DOUBLE WARDROBE

DRESSER & BABYCHANGER

TALLBOY

TOY CHEST

SHELF

£279

£330

£290

£169

£99

£50

Roomy with hanging rail, soft-close doors and 
integrated lower drawer

Three spacious soft-closing drawers with 
a flat surface. Also features a removable 
chest top changer panel

Compact and ideal for those with smaller 
nurseries…or lots of clothes! Features five 
smooth sliding drawers

Perfect storage facility for little one to learn 
‘the art of tidying up!’ Features a raised top 
to prevent accidental finger trapping.

Single shelf design with upper ledge 
for essentials

MATTRESS

£69

Complete your purchase with a highly 
recommended BabyStyle Dream Sprung 
Mattress, designed to fit all Charnwood 
cot beds perfectly (W70, L140cm)

Can be converted into a daybed and 
eventually a junior bed, as the little one grows



BOLD AND STATED

CHICAGO

A contemporary choice, the bold and dreamy Chicago 
room set breathes notions of lakeside living. Inspired 

by Scandinavian design, the set is timeless featuring a 
warm ash core housed by matte white physique. 

3-piece room set £999 (delivered)
(cot bed, wardrobe, dresser)74
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| HOME

COT BED

DOUBLE WARDROBE

DRESSER

£299

£350

£350

Can be converted into a daybed and 
eventually a junior bed, as the little  
one grows

Roomy with hanging rail, soft-close doors and 
integrated shelving

Three spacious soft-closing drawers and flat 
top for changing mat (chest top changer 
included
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MATTRESS

£69

Complete your purchase with a highly 
recommended BabyStyle Dream Sprung 
Mattress, designed to fit all Charnwood cot 
beds perfectly (W70, L140cm)

SHELF

£50

Contemporary shelf design with three full width 
shelves, ideally for books, toys or essentials
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A BEAUTIFUL SENSE OF NOSTALGIA

NOBLE

Contemporary by design with satin chrome handles and luxury 
soft-close drawers, Noble is seamlessly balanced with airs of 

nostalgia and crafted imperial accents. Available as a 3-piece 
room set, Noble is beautifully finished in a soft-oak veneer.

3-piece room set £999 (delivered)
(cot bed, dresser & wardrobe)
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Features four large soft-close drawers with 
satin chrome handles. Also includes a chest-
top baby changer which can be affixed in 
three separate positions for convenience 
and ease when dressing (recommended 
changing mat size L78, W49, D11.5, not included)

Complete your purchase with a highly 
recommended Dream Sprung Mattress from 
BabyStyle, designed to fit all Charnwood cot 
beds perfectly (W70, L140cm)

COT BED

DOUBLE WARDROBE

DRESSER & BABY CHANGER

£299

£350

£350

A contemporary sleigh bed design, the Noble 
cot features a multi-position base, teething 
rails and integrates a spacious soft-close 
underbed drawer, ideal for bedding and 
blankets. Can be converted to either a day-
bed or junior bed as little one grows

A spacious interior with hanging rail and 
integrated shelving for plenty of clothes. 
Featuring two lower soft-close drawers, the 
wardrobe is majestically finished with satin 
chrome handles and double doors

MATTRESS

£69
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find your nearest retailer at babystyle.co.uk/locations



ONCE UPON A TIME IN MARBELLA
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MARBELLA

The nostalgic Marbella sets a scene of warmth and romance in 
complete serenity. Bringing traditional design to the Charnwood 

collection, its exquisite detailing twinned with European 
grandeur makes Marbella the perfect choice.

3-piece room set £1,099 (delivered)
(cot bed, wardrobe, dresser)
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COT BED

DOUBLE WARDROBE

DRESSER & BABY CHANGER

£350

£399

£350

Can be converted into a daybed and 
eventually a junior bed, as the little one grows

Roomy with hanging rail, soft-close doors and 
integrated lower drawer

Three spacious soft-closing drawers. Flat top 
with removable panel to expose sunken 
chest top changing facility (recommended 
changing mat size L70, W38, D3 - not included)

SHELF

£50

Rafter design with two levels and four 
clothing hooks
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MATTRESS

£69

Complete your purchase with a highly 
recommended BabyStyle Dream Sprung 
Mattress, designed to fit all Charnwood cot 
beds perfectly (W70, L140cm)

29cm

98cm

20cm
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NOTES



HER ITAGE MAKES US WHO WE ARE

We are a proud British, family-owned business, based in
 the Leicestershire countryside and nothing is of more significance to 

our identity than the pride we take in our heritage. 

Our expertise and passion is woven into the development of our  
products, whether that be through the innovation of pioneering design 
for our revolutionary strollers, or finishing our fabrics with a handstitched 

signature label that says it was made ‘by BabyStyle’. 

We take pride in pushing ourselves year after year to produce market     
leading products that work for new parents all over the world…  
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